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consists of 
10 ‘broadsheet’ two page spreads (500x700mm)

4 portait, 6 landscape orientation and
10 ‘tabloid’ two page spreads (380x578mm)

1 portrait, 8 landscape orientation
This catalogue is a ‘mini’ 40 pages (250x170mm)

All printed on 55gsm newsprint by





REPRO
DUCTIONREPRODUCTIONS, THE LOUVRETwo blokes one with a paint brush,

the other with a camera, making
their own reproductions of ‘The
Counterattack of Michelotto da
Cotignola at the Battle of San
Romano’ painted by Paolo Uccello in
about 1455. It’s one of three scenes
from the battle he painted, which
were meant to be seen together,
but are now hanging in three
separate galleries, the two other
panels being in Florence and the
National Gallery in London.  





RECLINING
FIGURE





The Louvre's "Selfie-Statue" of
Apollo slaying the python with
his sword. The smart phone in
Apollo’s  hand is actually the hilt
of a sword which was broken off
(not by someone climbing up it
to take a selfie).





What delights await the viewer
beneath the cover, as white as a
bed sheet? 

X
“The still must tease with the promise of a story 

the viewer of it itches to be told”
– Cindy Sherman



Oh! The disappointment of revelation – 
merely a delicate work that must be pre-
served from the light.



“Since obscenity is the truth of
our passion today, it is the
only stuff of art, or almost the
only stuff” – D.H. Lawrence





!
“Attitudes to museums have changed.
If it had Marilyn Monroe's knickers 
or Laurence Olivier's jockstrap they
would flock to it” – Jonathan Miller

SCHLOCK
of the new



“He alone is an acute observer, who can
observe minutely without being observed”
– Kaspar Lavater





aHappening

SAATCHI GALLERY, LONDON
Littlewhitehead’s “It Happened in the Corner” (2007) is six life size
figures made of plaster, wax, foam, hair and clothes. They are ar-
ranged in a corner of the gallery looking down at some 
unseen event. In the other corner a group of four real youths made
from skin, bones, hair and clothes spontaneously arrange them-
selves into a homage or piss take. 



4play. 

Portrait of the Artiste
[LEFT]



IF WHITE IS MINIMAL
IS BLACK MAXIMAL?



2020: International Year of Public Sculpture 



(actually I made that up, but people probably thought about statues more than they ever had before)



minimal.is
in

“MORE IS LESS BUT NONE IS BEST”



Artless
After the theft of the Mona Lisa in 1911,
visitor numbers rose as people came to 
stare at the empty wall

Renoir out on loan, MUSEE d’ORSAY

Virtual reality recreation of the first
ever photographic exhibiton, 
SOMMERSET HOUSE

Removed for conservation, MALTA WAR MUSEUM

Removed by artist in protest, DESIGN MUSEUM Works by women not exhibited, TATE LIVERPOOL       

minimal.



SELFRIDGES, MANCHESTER 
Above: Pop up gallery during refurbishment of The Whitworth
Below: Finding somewhere to stick it back in the gallery

ART 
MARKET



$
When Manchester’s  Whitworth art gallery
closed for 9 months to be “revitalised” some
of its treasures were shipped off to a shop –
Selfridges department store in the city centre.
Here you can see Jacob Epstein by Louis
Vuitton, Peter Blake alongside Calvin Klein,
though surely Francis Bacon would have sat
better in the food hall and Tracey Emin laid
amongst the bedding? 

Unfortunately, the pop-up “Festival of the
Imagination” didn’t (cash) register with the
shoppers interviewed on the local news. In the
main they hadn’t noticed the priceless artifacts
amongst the priced ones. Perhaps art does
need the plain white walls of the modern cube
– though that’s exactly how some posh frock
shops now look.

Of course art and commerce are not the
antithesis some might hope, art market, cattle
market, it’s much the same thing. And
Selfridges has in the course of its history
always liked to make an exhibition of itself. In
1909 Louis Bleriot’s cross channel aeroplane
was put on show and since 2002,
photographer Andrew Meredith has pictured
its window displays. Meredith didn’t record
the rather insensitive one featuring an
Alexander McQueen designed garment
hanging from a gallows-like structure which
went up  shortly after the designer hanged
himself.

The Whitworth itself was founded in 1895 on
the proceeds of death. Arms manufacturer
Joseph Whitworth wanted to “Secure a source
of perpetual gratification to the people of
Manchester…”He did.  

“As much as artists may hate hierarchies, they are
themselves arranged in one... it's still a matter of 
people producing product and then attempting to
market it to an appreciative public” 
– Brian Knowles



“An ace café with a 
nice museum attached”

Saatchi and Saatchi 

advertisement for the V&A, 1988

I ONLY CAME
IN TO USE THE

TOILETS

It's common practice on both sides of the Atlantic for the country's leader to borrow
works of art from museums and galleries to display in official residences. The Oba-
mas had a liking for Mark Rothkos and Jasper Johns, Mr and Mrs Trump asked the
Guggenheim for a Van Gogh 'Landscape in Snow', which the artist painted in 1888.
The museum declined to lend this particular work, but instead offered him Maurizio
Cattelan's 'America' – an 18ct gold plated, functioning toilet, which would pair nicely
with one of Mr Trump's golden showers. 

The toilet had been displayed in 2016, appropriately enough in one of the Guggen-
heim's public wash rooms, and was acknowledged by the artist to be a response to
Duchamp's 'Fountain' urinal of a century before.



“An ace café with a 
nice museum attached”

Saatchi and Saatchi 

advertisement for the V&A, 1988

In 1988, the Victoria and Albert Museum advertised its treasures with the line, “An ace cafe�
with a nice museum attached” – tongue in cheek – but perfectly in line with Margaret Thatcher’s
philistine view of galleries and museums as “visitor attractions” no different from other
“leisure destinations” such as the shopping mall or multiplex cinema. Appropriately, the V&A’s
line was written by the Conservative Party’s own ad agency Saatchi and Saatchi. One half of
the agency, Charles Saatchi, went on to open his own gallery, which didn’t have an ace cafe�
attached, or do much preserving, educating or researching, or any of the other things public
galleries do.



What to say about discussing
aesthetics in photographs that
show tragic events? Or hanging
photojournalism in art galleries?

In December 2016, the Russian
Ambassador to Turkey was shot dead 
by Mevlurt Mert Altinus, an off duty
policeman at the opening of a
photography exhibition in Ankara, 
Turkey called 'Russia Through Turks’ 
Eyes’ Altinus shot Andrei Karlov 
shouting, ”This is revenge for Syria" 
and "We die in Aleppo, you die here" 
as the diplomat gave a speech. 

From the way the assassin acted, it is hard not to compare his act as a
performance, presumably designed to attract the greatest publicity to his
cause. Associated Press photographer Burhan Ozbilici took an image that
was within hours being described by  Time Magazine as iconic, so much 
so that whilst some questioned the authenticity of this image in particular,
suggesting it was too perfect not to have been staged and by implication 
a conspiracy. 

There have been a number of examples of how media savvy people who
commit such acts have become, such as the dressing of hostages in  
orange jumpsuits, or the symbolic nature of the targets chosen for 9/11. 
Here choosing an art gallery as the setting and picking the 
moment to be during the victim’s speech, meant the media 
was in place to record the event and thus publicise the 
assassin’s cause. Even his manner of dress was 
carefully considered to both blend in and look like 
Quentin Tarantino had directed the shot. The designer 
of the following day’s Metro newspaper couldn’t 
resist extending the assassin’s index finger so it 
pierced the date line on top of the page. 



ATROCITY
EXHIBITION

Don McCullen retrospective, TATE BRITAIN



STREET ART
Flyposted advertisement for an Andy Warhol Exhibtion being held at TATE LIVERPOOL 
(with notice not to fly post sprayed graffitti style)

‘Nativity With The Torch’ by Le Nain Brothers on vinyl banner on a church at Christmas.
After Christmas, same church different banner



“A work of art when placed in a gallery loses
its charge and becomes a portable object or 
surface disengaged from the outside world” 
– Robert Smithsonv

Above: Homeless man bedding down outside THE BARBICAN 
Below: Tracey Emin’s ‘My Bed’ TATE LIVERPOOL



H

BULGARIA



“Dead art sells better
and I'm not feeling
well”– Ron Ukrainetz

MoMA, NEW YORK

MANCHESTER ART GALLERY



“Truly nothing
exists until or 

unless it is 
observed…

An artist is making 
something exist by
observing it.”
– William S. Burroughs

Is there any point to art 
without an audience?

Turner Prize, 2016



{DO}

MoMA, NEW YORK
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UK Drawing Booth are an offshoot of a
company founded in New York, who
employ artists to draw quick pictures of
people on iPads, which are then emailed
or printed out for the sitter.

Here in TATE BRITAIN, the sitter is
recreating Egon Schiele's 1910 picture,
‘Woman With Yellow Blanket', a print of
which hangs in her living room at home.

DIY



Above: ‘Sappho’ by Auguste Charles Mengin,
MANCHESTER ART GALLERY

Right: Print of Sappho, hung in my front room.

PICTURES
ON MY
WALL

Is it the idea or the object
that is ‘important-ist’?
The object on the TOP has 
the fingerprint of the artist.

TOP: Martin Creed, 
Work No. 79

BOTTOM: Me, 
Piece of white-tack

Authenticity

THIS IS HELVETICA 

THIS IS ARIAL

enjoy art at home
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The morning after the hen night before: Inflatable penis outside the exhibition 
The Life of Objects, THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY, Manchester



www.dunni.co.uk

DO YOU WANT 
TO EXHIBIT THIS?
GET IN TOUCH


